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The happy faces of successful Croydon Members and their 
amazing dogs at our Double Obedience and Rally Trial

held Sunday 27th March, 2022

Thanks to our trial sponsors Eukanuba
the successful competitors were well rewarded
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It certainly has been great to see all of you on the 
ground enjoying yourselves training your dogs. For 
the most part, the weather has been kind to us and 
it is wonderful to have such a superb ground on 
which to train.

On Friday 25th February we held our long-awaited 
Presentation Night. Covid had forced several 
postponements of this evening. Our triallers, 
instructors and volunteers attended to receive their 
awards. The tables were beautifully arranged with 
all the awards and trophies. The clubroom looked 
very welcoming. We were also honoured to have 
our patron, the Hon. David Hodgett, MP present 
to award the perpetual trophies. The first part of 
the evening was the presentation of the service 
awards. Our volunteers are very much valued and 
it is amazing just how long some of our members 
have been giving service to the club. We were very 
pleased to present Roger Thomas with a 25-year 
service award. Anne Woods and Bec McGroarty 
both received a 30-year service award. We cannot 
thank enough these and all our other volunteers for 
the selfless work that they do for the club, without 
them the club would not be able to operate.

The second part of the evening was the 
presentation of the title trophies and perpetual 
trophies to all our members who have been 
trialling their dogs in a wide variety of disciplines. 
At the moment the club only trains handlers in the 
disciplines of Obedience and Rally. Soon we will 
see the return of Agility and Flyball to our grounds. 
Many of our members also train their dogs in other 
disciplines such as Tracking, Track and Search, 
Scentwork, Herding, Dances with Dogs, Retrieving, 
Trick Dog and Conformation. All of these disciplines 
require dedication, patience and a lot of training 
to achieve the titles granted to successful dogs at 
trials.

The last part of the evening was a Dances with 
Dogs performance by Gaye Penny with her amazing 
German Shorthaired Pointer, Archie. To watch the 
routine was inspiring to say the least. The handler 
and dog synchronised their movements to achieve 
a marvellous display of precision training. Thank you 
so much Gaye for a wonderful performance.

As you no doubt already know, our Obedience 
and Rally trial held on Sunday 27th March was a 
wonderful success. Our trial gave handlers from 
all over Victoria an opportunity to compete and 
achieve titles for their dogs. To achieve a title, 
the dog and handler have to pass three times a 
set number of exercises for a class level. As they 
progress through the class levels the exercises 
become increasingly more difficult. Competing in 
dog sports like Obedience and Rally is challenging 
and fun. I want to sincerely thank everyone who 
was involved in running the trial. It requires a huge 
amount of effort on the part of many people 
to ensure that the trial runs smoothly. Many 
competitors complimented us on how efficient, 
friendly and welcoming our volunteers were. Well 
done everyone!

Quite a number of you have been and will be 
completing your Basic 2 training. There is then 
much more that you can do with your dog on a 
Sunday. You can sign up for a number of different 
disciplines. If you decide that Obedience appeals 
to you, sign up for the Advanced class. In this 
class, you and your dog will hone your skills in 
preparation for the trial ring and improve your 
handling skills for other dog sports. Once you have 
reached a certain level of competence you will be 
assessed for having practice in the trial ring. 

Rally is a good fun sport where you and your dog 
perform different exercises set out in a course. 

From the
President
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Rally is often a good introduction to trialling as you 
can talk to your dog as you do the course, indeed 
you are encouraged to talk to your dog. Go over 
to the Rally area and talk to Pam Scott and Wendy 
Potter about joining Rally. It is quite a challenge to 
complete a course without making mistakes.

Agility will be making a return to club under the 
guidance of Anne Dengate and Carmel Green. 
Many people choose this sport for their energetic 
dog. Dogs are required to jump hurdles, go through 
tunnels, walk on see saws, weave poles etc., all in 
a designated sequence. This is a great sport for 
building a bond with your dog and giving them 
a physical and mental workout. The first class 
commenced on 10th April with foundation work 
only. More advanced work will commence once our 
new agility equipment arrives. Currently all places 
are filled but you will be able to sign up for future 
classes on the sheet in the club room. 

Flyball is another sport for energetic dogs. Teams of 
dogs compete to retrieve a ball over jumps. This is a 
sport for dogs of all sizes; indeed, some small dogs 
absolutely love it. It is hoped that this discipline will 
be offered again in the not-too-distant future as 
instructors become available.

From the
President cont.

Thank you to the people that came forward to help 
with the barbeque. We now have a roster of four 
people to run the barbecue. It would be great if we 
had another one or two people to help. If you feel 
that this is something that you could do to help the 
club, have a chat with the person on the barbecue 
about what is involved and put your contact details 
down on the sheet at the barbecue. We now have 
a new barbecue coordinator, thank you Charlie 
Chamberlain for taking over this role.

I would like to welcome Anne Dengate onto the 
committee. Anne replaces Elizabeth Graham who 
resigned from committee. As mentioned before, 
Anne will be one of the coordinators for Agility.

Take the opportunity to visit our shop. Bob 
MacArthur will be only too happy to help you with 
your needs. There are wonderful tempting treats 
for your dog as well as leads and collars.

We look forward to seeing you at club and 
remember to keep training fun for you and your 
dog.

Jacinta Burke

To reduce possible spread of canine gastro we 
suggest you avoid communal dog water sources. 
We recommend you bring your own water and 
bowl to class. Collapsible, lightweight bowls can 
be found in supermarkets/pet supply shops. 
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Chiefly
Chatter

I recently spent half a day at the club acting as a 
steward for one of the Rally rings at the CDODC 
Trial. It was the first time that I had attended one of 
these days and it really was a revelation.

In the past I’ve attended Crufts and various shows 
in the UK and Australia. To say the atmosphere 
can be tense and unfriendly is an understatement! 
The atmosphere at the CDODC Trial was quite the 
opposite, held in a relaxed and friendly manner. The 
Judge in my ring said to each and every competitor, 
“Good luck, go out and enjoy yourself.”

It was fascinating to watch dogs of all shapes and 
sizes, from a huge male Great Dane to a  Chihuahua 
go through the same Rally course, obviously with 
adjustments in the jump height requirements ☺

I realised that ‘any’ dog that has achieved a B2 pass 
at Croydon can go on and have a go at all these 
disciplines and dogs attending the Social Class 
every week are going through a similar routine in a 
fun way.

So if you are completing B2 this year or completed 
in the past have a think about moving on to a 
discipline such as Advanced Obedience or Rally. For 
the fit there is also Agility and Flyball.

We are lucky at Croydon to have some fantastic 
instructors in these disciplines and they will help 
you and your dog to achieve and enjoy so much.

You never know, I may be calling you to the Ring for 
your turn in the future.

Best wishes
Mark
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7.30pm FRIDAY 27th MAY 2022
SILCOCK RESERVE CLUB HOUSE

A G E N D A
• PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL REPORT

• SECRETARY’S ANNUAL REPORT

• ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT

• APPOINTMENT OF AUDITOR

• GENERAL BUSINESS

• ELECTION OF ALL OFFICE BEARERS

• PRESENTATION OF SERVICE AWARDS AND TROPHIES 2021 – 2022

TO AVOID DELAYS PLEASE BRING YOUR 
MEMBERSHIP CARD WITH YOU TO THE AGM

Together with proof of double vaccination. Thank you.

Would you like to become involved in 
the management of your Club?  
The Club is run by a Committee and all positions will be declared vacant at the AGM (Friday 
27th May, 2022). Don’t wait to be asked: if you feel that you would like to know more about 
the Committee, send an email to the Secretary – secretary@croydondogclub.com.au  – Any 
person who is a financial member of CDODC at the AGM, and who has been a member since 
at least 31st December 2021, is eligible to be nominated for the 2022–2023 Committee.

NOMINATIONS must be lodged with the Club Secretary by 6th May, 2022

LIFE MEMBERSHIP nominations need to be lodged with the Club Secretary 
for consideration by the review committee by Sunday 24th April 2022. 

The Committee of Management hereby announce the

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
of the 

CROYDON & DISTRICT OBEDIENCE DOG CLUB INC
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Croydon & District Obedience Dog Club Inc. 

Committee Nomination Form 
 
If you wish to be nominated for a position on the Croydon & District Obedience Dog 
Club committee (Committee), please complete this form and return it to us by email 
at secretary@croydondogclub.com.au. This form may be signed electronically. 
 
Nominations for Committee close on Friday 6 May 2022.  Elections for Committee will be conducted at the 
CDODC Annual General Meeting held on Friday 27 May 2022.  
 
By completing this form, you confirm that you meet the following criteria: 

• you are 18 years of age or older; 
• you have been a financial member of CDODC for a period of at least three months prior to the AGM; 

and 
• if you are applying for an executive position (President, Vice President, Secretary, Assistant Secretary, 

Treasurer, or Assistant Treasurer), you are a member of the Victorian Canine Association (Dogs 
Victoria). 

 
You also acknowledge and understand that, by joining the Committee, you are accepting a position as 
director of our club and will be subject to certain legal requirements, including directors’ duties. 
 

Name of 
Nominee 

 

Nominated 
Position(s) 
 
 
 

An individual may be nominated for more than one position.  
 

  President (1) 
  Vice President (2) 
  Secretary (1) 
  Assistant Secretary (1) 

 

 
  Treasurer (1) 
  Assistant Treasurer (1) 
  General Committee (6) 

 

The positions of Chief Instructor and Instructors’ Representative are determined 
separately. 

Nominator 
Details 
 

 
 
 
_______________________ 
Name 

 
 
 
_______________________ 
Signature 

 
 
 
_______________ 
Date 

Seconder 
Details 

 
 
 
_______________________ 
Name 

 
 
 
_______________________ 
Signature 

 
 
 
_______________ 
Date 

Nominee 
Acceptance 

 
 
 
_______________________ 
Name 

 
 
 
_______________________ 
Signature 

 
 
 
_______________ 
Date 
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1 Year awards
Rebecca Murphy
Carol Asic-Middlemast
Megan Carrigg
Annette Brunton

3 Year awards 2020
Wade Ashford
Julie Williamsz
Ian Hobson
Debra Moody

3 Year awards 2021
Cheryl Pollock 
Carol Jones 
Nirvana Zambon

5 Year awards 2020
Leeanne MacArthur
Cathy Latto
Bob MacArthur

5 Year awards 2021
Alli Berry
Christine Mercer
Gaylene Kilby
Leanne Ball
Kelly Gilmour
Robyn Anderson

10 Year awards 2020  
Jacinta Burke
Ken Leeming
Gary McArthur 

10 Year awards 2021
Annette Smith
Charlie Chamberlain
Keri Gilligan
Pam Scott
Shelley Large
Wendy Potter

15 Year award 2020
Anne Mann

15 year awards: 2021
Kaye Ware
Jan Seach 
Russ Grosvenor

20 year award 2020
Rita Thomas 

25 year award 2021
Roger Thomas

30 year awards 2021
Anne Woods
Rebecca McGroarty

Life Member Awards 
Gary McArthur (2020)
Pam Scott (2021)

Congratulations to the following 
members who were presented with 
trophies in the various disciplines:

TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021
RALLY TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021 
Presenter: Pam Scott
RALLY NOVICE (RN)
Julie Williamsz RandWilliamsz
Leeanne MacArthur Scarlettleemacarthur
Dodo Kelly Clannard O Danny Boy
RALLY NOVICE/RALLY ADVANCED (RN/RA)
Leonie Keilour Tollerpoint Allye Faithful
RALLY ADVANCED/RALLY EXCELLENT (RA/RE)
Anne Dengate Adensley Popsicle Toes

OBEDIENCE TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021 
Presenter: Bec McGroarty
COMMUNITY COMPANION DOG (CCD)
Anne Mann Eliteview Leading Lady
Helen Charles-Hoare Glenmave Ribbon
COMPANION DOG (CD)
Dodo Kelly Clannard O Danny Boy
Ian Woollard Jayella Wot R The Odds
COMPANION DOG EXCELLENT (CDX)
Bobbee Terrill Starkehre Run Lola Run
Rebecca McGroarty Adderslot Rough N Ready
UTILITY DOG (UD)
Pauline Williams Adensley Fire N Ice

Presentation Night – Friday 25th February
Service Awards, Title, Champion and 
Perpetual Awards

Congratulations and much gratitude 
went to the following worthy 
Service Award recipients:

Continued over >
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AGILITY, JUMPING & GAMES TITLE TROPHIES 
2019-2021   Presenter: Anne Dengate
JUMPING DOG MASTERS (JDM)
Belinda Tebbet Ekleba Shackleton
Belinda Tebbet Flynn Tebbet
AGILITY DOG EXCELLENT (ADX)
Belinda Tebbet Flynn Tebbet
SNOOKER DOG EXCELLENT (SDX)
Belinda Tebbet Flynn Tebbet

FLYBALL TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021
Presenter: Alli Berry
FLYBALL MASTER EXCELLENT (FMX)
Thaess White Marlo

TRACKING TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021 
Presenter: Jacinta Burke
TRACKING DOG EXCELLENT (TDX)
Bobbee Terrill Starkehre Run Lola Run
Ian Woollard Jayella Wot R The Odds
TRACK AND SEARCH TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021
TRACK AND SEARCH DOG (TSD)
Merrae Balaam Lucsimamina Stella
Ian Woollard Jayella Wot R The Odds
Bobbee Terrill Starkehre Run Lola Run

DANCES WITH DOGS TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021
FREESTYLE INTERMEDIATE (FS.I.)
Gaye Penny Topnotch Schillaci

RETRIEVING AND FIELD TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021
NOVICE RETRIEVING DOG (NRD)
Dodo Kelly Clannard O Danny Boy

TRICK DOG TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021
TRICK  DOG STARTER (TKS)
Gaye Penny Topnotch Schillaci

SLED SPORTS TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021
WORKING WEIGHT PULL DOG (WWPD)
Bobbee Terrill Starkehre Run Lola Run

SCENT WORK TITLE TROPHIES 2019-2021
SCENT WORK NOVICE (SWN)
Bobbee Terrill Rosarott Basko’s Pride

CHAMPIONS  
Presenter: Club Patron Hon. David Hodgett
CONFORMATION CHAMPION
Anne Mann Eliteview Leading Lady
Jacinta Burke Kardibroke Be My Georgy Girl (AI)
Leonie Keilour Tollerpoint Allye Faithful
NEUTER CONFORMATION CHAMPION
Anne Mann Ellagant Great Rhythm
TRACKING CHAMPION
Wendy Potter Pratt Bramble
Merrae Balaam Lucsimamina Stella
RALLY CHAMPION
Helena Walter Schaeferhund Nelke
FLYBALL MASTER CHAMPION
Deb Moody Sasha

PERPETUAL TROPHIES
Presenter:  Club Patron Hon. David Hodgett

RALLY PERPETUAL TROPHIES 2019-2021
KERRY SALOMON TROPHY (Highest Scoring RN)
Julie Williamsz RandWilliamsz
MARGY GROSVENOR TROPHY (Rally Champion)
Helena Walter Schaeferhund Nelke

Presentation Night – Friday 25th February
Service Awards, Title, Champion and 
Perpetual Awards cont.

Continued over >
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OBEDIENCE PERPETUAL TROPHIES 2019-2021  
CUNNINGHAM TROPHY
(Highest score in Croydon trials)
Rebecca McGroarty Adderslot Rough N Ready
50TH ANNIVERSARY TROPHY (Highest Scoring CCD)
Anne Mann Eliteview Leading Lady
R.M. LEGGE TROPHY (Highest Scoring CD)
Dodo Kelly Clannard O Danny Boy
25TH ANNIVERSARY TROPHY (Highest Scoring CDX)
Bobbee Terrill Starkehre Run Lola Run
K. SMITH TROPHY (Highest Scoring UD)
Lorraine Holland Tullacrest Celtic Drift (AI)

Presentation Night – Friday 25th February
Service Awards, Title, Champion and 
Perpetual Awards cont.

AGILITY, JUMPING & GAMES PERPETUAL TROPHIES 
2019-2021
AGILITY DOG OF THE YEAR
Belinda Tebbet Flynn Tebbet
JUMPING DOG OF THE YEAR
Belinda Tebbet Flynn Tebbet
GAMES DOG OF THE YEAR
Belinda Tebbet Flynn Tebbet

FLYBALL PERPETUAL TROPHIES 2019-2021
TYSON AWARD
Florence Chiu Snowy
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Wade Ashford 3 Year Service Award 2020 Carol Jones 3 Year Service Award 2021Debra Moody 3 Year Service Award 2020

Robyn Anderson 5 Year Service Award 2021 Alli Berry 5 Year Service Award 2021

Kelly Gilmour 5 Year Service Award 2021

Gaylene Kilby 5 Year Service Award 2021

Leeanne MacArthur 5 Year Service Award 2020 Bob MacArthur 5 Year Service Award 2020

Jacinta Burke 10 Year Service Award 2020 Ken Leeming 10 Year Service Award 2020 Charlie Chamberlain 10 Year Service Award 2021

Service Awards Presented by Mark Johnson, Chief Instructor
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Shelley Large 10 Year Service Award 2021 Pam Scott 10 Year Service Award 2021Wendy Potter 10 Year Service Award 2021

Kaye Ware 15 Year Service Award 2021 Rita Thomas 20 Year Service Award 2020

Jan Seach 15 Year Service Award 2021

Roger Thomas 25 Year Service Award 2021

Anne Mann 15 Year Service Award 2020 Russ Grosvenor 15 Year Service Award 2021

Rebecca McGroarty 30 Year Service Award 2020 Pam Scott Life Membership Award 2021

Service Awards Presented by Mark Johnson, CI & Club Patron Hon. David Hodgett 
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Leeanne MacArthur, Rally Novice

Leonie Keilour, Rally Novice & Advanced

Dodo Kelly, Rally Novice

Anne Mann, Community Companion Dog Dodo Kelly, Companion Dog Rebecca McGroarty, Companion Dog Excellent

Anne Dengate, Rally Advanced & Excellent

Julie Williamz (absent on night) Rally Novice

Bobbee Terrill, Companion Dog Excellent Pauline Williams, Utility Dog

Rally Title Trophies Presented by Pam Scott, Rally Coordinator

Obedience Title Trophies Presented by Rebecca McGroarty
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Bobbee Terrill, Tracking Dog Excellent Bobbee Terrill, Track and Search Dog Merrae Balaam, Track and Search Dog

Tracking  and Track and Search Title Trophies Presented by Jacinta Burke 

Gaye Penny, Dances with Dogs Freestyle Dodo Kelly, Novice Retrieving Dog Gaye Penny, Trick Dog Starter

Dances with Dogs / Retrieving / Trick Dog Title Trophies

Thaess White, Flyball Master Excellent Bobbee Terrill, Working Weight Pull Dog

Flyball – Presenter Alli Berry / Sled Sports / Scent Work Title Trophies

Bobbee Terrill, Scent Work Novice

All Presentation Night photos courtesy of Wendy Potter.
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Anne Mann, Conformation Champion Jacinta Burke, Conformation Champion Leonie Keilour, Conformation Champion

Champion Trophies, Presented by Club Patron Hon. David Hodgett MP

Anne Mann, Neuter Conformation Champion Wendy Potter, Tracking Champion Merrae Balaam, Tracking Champion

Helena Walter, Rally Champion Deb Moody, Flyball Master Champion Merrae Balaam, Tracking Champion

We were entertained by a delightful
Dancing With Dogs Demo
by Gaye Penny and Archie
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Helena Walter – Marjy Grosvenor Trophy, 
Rally Champion

Rally Perpetual Trophies, Presented by Club Patron Hon. David Hodgett MP

Julie Williamz (absent on night) 
Kerry Salomon Trophy – Rally Novice

Obedience Perpetual Trophies Presented by Club Patron Hon. David Hodgett

Rebecca McGroarty – Cunningham Trophy,
Highest Score in Croydon Trials

Anne Mann – 50th Anniversary Trophy,
Highest Scoring Community Companion Dog

Dodo Kelly – R M Legge Trophy,
Highest Scoring Companion Dog

Lorraine Holland – K Smith Trophy,
Highest Scoring Utility Dog 

Bobbee Terrill – 25th Anniversary Trophy,
Highest Scoring Companion Dog Excellent
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Congratulations to Lorraine Holland and 
T.CH. O.CH. Tullacrest Celtic Drift (AI) RN  (Drift) 
on gaining your...

Obedience Champion!

CDODC CAPERS April 2022   18  
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12 Boronia Road, Vermont
6 Wood Street, Nunawading

0434 403 334
classypaws.com.au

Bath and Tidy from $60
Grooming from $80

Other services available.
Call us for a quote or visit 
our website:
classypaws.com.au

Our team of experienced 
and professional groomers 
can’t wait to meet your 
furry friend at one of our 
two locations.
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Muzzle training

Training in case of potential 
accidents and injuries
While no one wants to imagine a scenario in which 
their dog is seriously injured, accidents can and do 
happen. A dog that is afraid and in pain is more 
likely to bite, so it is often necessary to muzzle the 
dog for the safety of the person handling them.

Being already familiar with wearing a muzzle will 
reduce the amount of stress on the dog.

Food and object snatchers
That’s right Labrador pet parents, I’m talking to you! 
It pays to be mindful about your dog eating random 
things off the ground. Especially with an increase in 
dog baiting and hazardous things around. 

1080 Baiting
1080 is a poison still commonly used throughout 
Australia to eliminate pest species, however, it is just 
as lethal to our dogs if they eat it. If you visit camping 
areas or like to travel for competitions, it pays to have 
a safeguard. 

Behaviour modification
A muzzle is a great management tool when working 
to correct inappropriate behaviours that a dog may 
have developed in response to strange people or dogs. 
Most owners of reactive dogs will tell you how much 
their own confidence and handling abilities improved 
when their dog was muzzled.

Grooming and vet visits
Some dogs require the aid of a muzzle only in very 
specific situations, such as during trips to the vet 
or the groomer. It’s important to establish a good 
relationship with the muzzle prior to using it in an 
already stressful situation. 

Shopping and social options
Muzzles can gain your dog more access to public 
places – for example some Bunnings stores, some 
public ferries – and as more and more people embrace 
muzzle training, we bet this list is only going to get 
longer. Training now will ensure you have that option 
should you wish.

Get the right fit and go slow
Find the right muzzle for your dog and get help to 
get it fitted right. When it’s the right fit they can pant, 
drink water, breathe freely.

Never just force it on – they will of course feel 
uncomfortable. Work at it gradually and tie in positive 
associations with the muzzle. Eventually they can be 
trained to see it just like a collar, harness or leash.  

Muzzle training is typically 
something most parents only think 
of for an aggressive dog that has a 
bite history. However, did you know 
muzzle training is something that is 
considered a life skill for your dog?

Muzzle training can be beneficial 
in a whole range of situations and 
here are some pretty common 
ones:

Submitted by Bobbee Terrill
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Edible bones
When those new to fresh food feeding 
enter our community, they often think 
that dog bones are long bones that are 
often referred to as marrow bones but 
these are bones we actually avoid.

Bones

Bones are an important part 
of a fresh food diet because 
they offer calcium which is 
necessary in your dog's diet.

Some Vets will often scare their 
clients off from feeding bones, 
telling them that they are a choking 
and obstruction risk and that they 
could cause G.I and dental injury 
– all these things are of course a 
possibility but they aren't the typical 
outcome, if they were, we'd have 
one hell of a problem on our hands!

Continued over >

Weight-bearing bones of large animals such 
as cows are incredibly dense, they can wear 
down and chip teeth and also provide an 
obstruction risk. We recommend these types 
of bones are avoided unless they're used as 
an every now and then recreational bone and 
are supervised where they are taken away 
after the condyle at the ends of the bone 
has been chewed off. You should also avoid 
machine-cut bones that are typically referred 
to as soup bones, these are very sharp.

Edible bones are bones that are intended to 
be consumed in whole such as chicken/turkey/
duck frames, heads, necks, feet, and the likes.

There are some edible bones that are quite 
dense such as necks and spines from large 
animals such as cows and tails from Kangaroos 
– you will need to make a decision whether 
these are appropriate bones for your dog based 
on how they eat them and how they digest 
them. If you see any bone fragments in their 
poos more than occasionally then your dog 
needs something to help them digest these 
dense bones such as Apple Cider Vinegar and 
probiotics and maybe even a digestive enzyme.

Examples of edible bones commonly 
available in Australia:

Poultry (chicken, quail, turkey & duck)
• Feet
• Neck

By Sacha Parker and Brittany Young — Fresh Food Feeding for Dogs
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• Frame
• Thigh
• Wings
• Head
• Whole bodies if appropriate
• We recommend you avoid drumsticks 

as they have a sharp bone in them but 
it is up to your personal choice, many 
fresh food feeders do feed them.

Extra large animal such as cow & horse
• Brisket
• Necks – these are harder bones, there 

is a risk here – some dogs will consume 
them completely, some will not.

• Tails, i.e. Roo tail – these are harder 
bones, there is a risk here – some 
dogs will consume them completely, 
some will not. Pig tail is fine.

• Ribs – are more likely to splinter, 
therefore you may like to avoid these

• Feet/lower end of legs – Avoid 
due to denseness

• Head (often cut in half)

Pork
• Neck – these are harder bones, there is 

a risk here – some dogs will consume 
them completely, some will not.

• Tail
• Head (often cut in half)

Lamb/Mutton/Goat
• Brisket
• Neck – these are harder bones, there is 

a risk here – some dogs will consume 
them completely, some will not.

• Avoid feet/lower end of 
legs due to denseness

• Head (often cut in half)

Rabbit
• Whole animal if appropriate
• Head
• Frame
• Limbs

Kangaroo
• Shoulder (scapula)
• Tail – these are harder bones, there is 

a risk here - some dogs will consume 
them completely, some will not.

• Neck – these are harder bones, there is 
a risk here – some dogs will consume 
them completely, some will not.

Fish
• Whole fish if appropriate
• Fish head
• Fish frame

Supervision
The key to safe consumption of bones is 
supervising the dog especially when they 
are new to bones and lack the experience 
of understand how to consume them.

Not all bones are suitable for all dogs, for 
example some bones are simply too small 
for some dogs such as chicken necks and 
they will swallow them whole, whilst other 
dogs are very greedy and will swallow some 
bones whole – in both situations, going big 
i.e. a chicken carcass or half a chicken carcass 

Bones cont.
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Members are responsible for 
the behaviour of their children 
at all times.

Children must NOT 
approach a dog 
without the owner’s 
permission.

Photo credit: iStock.com / balono

would be more appropriate if it's not too 
much food for the dog. Some pet parents 
also offer frozen bones to slow dogs down.

When your dog is new to bones, you can 
hold onto the bone if that doesn't upset 
them to help them figure it out.  Dogs 
who have had their dew claws removed 
may struggle to hold bones down and this 
means that the ripping and shredding of 
bones needed to clean the teeth at the 
front of the mouth might not be possible.

How often?
Pet parents feed bones in all different ways.  
In the BARF feeding model we recommend, 
the feeding calculator will tell you how much 
of your chosen bone to include in your dogs 
meal but this amount might be too small or 
simply not practical, so you may choose to 
feed the combined bone from more than 1 
days allowance a few times per week (or more) 
either as part of a meal or as an entire meal.  
Remember, there is not just one way to feed a 
healthy diet to your dog, you can do whatever 
works for your dog and your situation.

Eating in peace
It is important dogs are able to eat in peace, 
especially bones which they will usually find 
a much higher value and may try to guard if 
they think someone might come and take 
it.  Dogs will generally eat much slower if 
they know they will not be bothered.

Even if your dogs aren't aggressive to 
one another around food, the presence 
of each other is likely to make them eat 
faster, we would recommend you feed 
them in crates or separated in different 
yards or rooms so they feel safe. 

Children should never ever be allowed to 
approach a dog whilst it is eating and your dog 
should never be expected to just suck it up 
when being annoyed by a child when they are 
eating – most dog bites happen in the home 
and typically to a child's face due to their 
height – don't let your child become a statistic.

If your dog has food aggression issues, 
please contract the services of a trainer.

Cooked Bones
Never feed cooked bones such as chicken 
bones, these can splinter. We also do 
not recommend giving your dog smoked 
or dehydrated bones for the same 
reason.  We regularly see serious G.I. injury 
in our community from dehydrated/
smoked ribs as they splinter badly. 

Bones cont.

http://iStock.com
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By Jacinta Burke, President and Instructor

An old dog is a good dog

She came into my life thirteen years ago. I had been 
waiting 18 months for the breeder to produce a 
blue merle Welsh Corgi (Cardigan). I had dreamt 
of having such a dog for many years and the time 
was finally right for it to happen. A little bundle 
of joy finally arrived at my house. I was so excited 
and I called her Bella. I had big plans for all the 
adventures we were going to have. One of my 
goals was to train Bella for obedience competitions 
because it is a fun sport. I was determined that I 
was going to do everything the right way.

I joined Croydon and District Obedience Dog Club 
because it was the closest to my home. I knew 
very little about the club before I joined. Our first 
experience was Pre-Puppy School and I was blown 
away. It had been many years since I had trained 
a dog for obedience. In those days, dogs were 
trained by yanking the dog with the correction 
chain when it did the wrong thing. My then dog, 
Tambo, ended up not wanting to do obedience at 
all and I abandoned the idea of doing obedience. 
What amazed me at Croydon was that all training 
was done with positive reinforcement – the dog 
was given treats and praised when it did the right 
thing. It made much more sense to me and we 
commenced our training. Training was now fun and 
not a battle of wills like the old method used at my 
previous club.

Bella and I progressed through Pre-Puppy, Puppy, 
Basic 1 and finally Basic 2 without any issues. I took 
note of what the instructors were saying and I 
applied it diligently to my training. Bella and I were 
enjoying our time together. Everything was new 
and exciting. Bella proved to be a good student 
and quickly grasped new exercises. We thought 

we were made when we finally graduated from 
the Advanced Obedience class and were able to 
practice in the trial ring. Along the way Bella and I 
had made many friends. I found the instructors in 
the trial ring to be very knowledgeable and they 
encouraged me to improve my handling. Through 
them I found out that there were other dog sports 
apart from obedience and I thought that it would 
be good to eventually try them.

I remember that my first trial in obedience was a 
disaster. We got a very low score and I was very 
despondent. However, my trialling friends at 
Croydon encouraged me to continue and gave 
me lots of useful tips to improve our ringcraft 
and after a few more attempts at the Community 
Companion Dog class we eventually succeeded 
in getting our first pass. I was over the moon with 
joy. We were at last getting the idea of how to do 
obedience and we progressed to achieving our 
Open title and one Utility Dog pass. Bella used to 
get average scores and we got there in the end 
through sheer persistence. What was important was 
that we were enjoying ourselves going to different 
trial venues and spending time with our friends.

We decided to try our hand at tracking. In my 
earlier life I used to enjoy bushwalking and so the 
idea that we would go to the bush or paddocks 
to find a “lost” person really appealed. We had fun 
training and had even more fun going to places like 
Bendigo, Ballarat, Wodonga and Inverleigh to find 
these “lost” people. Bella loved it. She eventually 
achieved her Tracking Champion title and her Track 
and Search Grand Champion title.
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An old dog is a good dog cont.

When Rally was introduced as a competition dog 
sport, I thought that we would give that a try. Bella 
again took to the sport like a duck to water and 
eventually she became a Rally Champion. Rally is 
great fun. Unlike obedience where you don't talk to 
your dog during an exercise, handlers are allowed 
to encourage their dog while doing all the stations 
around the ring.

Then a breeder friend of mine suggested that I 
show Bella in the neuter class. I had never given 
showing any consideration, thinking that it was only 
for entire dogs. Now we had another goal. We went 
to many shows and met new friends. I had heard 
that people who show are not very friendly and 
I found that to be true for some people. But we 
made some good friends particularly among the 
people who show corgis. I found that one has to 
have a lot of patience when showing, as the days 
can sometimes run into nights. Before long Bella 
had achieved her Neuter Champion title.

Shortly after retiring Bella, she was diagnosed with 
immune-mediated retinopathy, which caused her to 
go blind. What to do? Life had changed forever.

Bella and I have had a very full life competing in all 
sorts of trials. She had enjoyed visiting new places 
with different smells and things to see. Now her 
life was limited by her blindness. But in true Bella 
style she adapted to her blindness very well. She 
mainly relies on her nose to find her way around the 
house and backyard. Now she spends a lot of time 
sleeping and I have noticed that she still dreams 
but I have no idea of what she is dreaming about. 
Was it the times that we went tracking? Was it the 
times that we went to the beach at Coronet Bay? 
Was it the time when we were at Wangaratta Dog 
Show and she had on her warm dog coat because 
the temperature was -3°C? Was it the times that she 
played fetch with her ball at the lake? Was it the 
time that she succeeded in opening the zip on the 
treat bag and ate all the treats? Was it the times she 
tried her hand at herding? Was it the time that she 
stole my lunch from my bag at a dog show? 

Yes, she may now be grey around the face and the 
spring has gone out of her step but an old dog 
is a good dog. We have many happy memories 
between us. 
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BM Animals is delighted to advise that 
through a Friendship agreement with Croydon 
Obedience Dog Club we can now offer all 
current members a...  
10% discount off the balance of your 
purchases at the checkout by simply showing 
your current membership card.

Discounts apply to all products:

u	Raw BARF Style Meals u	Cooked Meals

u	Meats u	Nutritional Bones

u	Supplements u	Meals for Mutts Dry

u	Specialty meals for dogs with diagnosed health issues  
 eg. skin, tummy, arthritis, kidney etc.

u	TREATS – all Australian, free from chemicals & preservatives,
 salt and sugar (including glycerine)

SPECIAL OFFER

1 McLellan St, Bayswater VIC 3153
Phone: 0488 144 675 www.bmanimals.net.au
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Obedience Triallers’ Report

By Anne Mann, Obedience Triallers’ Rep

Continued over >

Bermagui Trials, NSW 
February 2022
After a year's hiatus due to Covid, a few Croydon 
members travelled north to the lovely coastal town 
of Bermagui in NSW.

It was certainly a holiday to remember for Lorraine 
Holland and her Aussie Shepherd and Border Collie.  
It was the last night of the trials which began by 
Lorraine getting a good CCD pass with her young 
dog Enya (Pawsitive Elite Performer TD) scoring a 
very creditable 92/100 under Judge Miss L. Elliott. 

The excitement didn't end there because Lorraine 
and her Border Collie, Drift (T.CH. O.CH. Tullacrest 
Celtic Drift (AI) RN went on to gain their final 
pass in UD to get their OBEDIENCE CHAMPION! 
Score: 185/200, Judged by Mrs Dawn Howard. It was 
not only a thrill for Lorraine but also the Victorian 
contingent watching who were elated. As anyone 
who trials UD will tell you, it is not easy and to gain 
this Championship takes a great deal of patience, 
time and dedication. Well done team, we are so 
proud of you.

Croydon & District ODC 
Inc Trials 27 March 2022
Our first trial since the onslaught of Covid – our 
December trial being cancelled due to Covid 
restrictions which made running the event untenable.

It was a fantastic day, albeit a little hot later in 
the day, with many volunteers arriving early in the 
morning for set up and preparations.  The Croydon 
Trial Group would like to heartily thank everyone 
involved in making this trial the huge success it 
undoubtedly was. 

It is fraught with danger mentioning names because 
inevitably someone might get forgotten.  However 
we would be very remiss not to mention our hard 
working Trial Secretary, Lorraine Holland, who 
together with Grounds Manager Bobbee Terrill 
organised the wonderful volunteers and stewards on 
the day. I feel bound to acknowledge that for the first 
time in many years, we had amazing support from the 
members of the Committee of Management, who 
put in a lot of effort to ensure the success of the 
event.  This club now has a feeling of unity where all 
the members are working together and there is an 
extremely congenial atmosphere about the place, not 
only on trial days but every training day. 

So thank you again to everyone involved from 
the set up/set down team, stewards, judges, Anne 
Woods' Raffle organisation (didn't the table look 
fantastic!), the amazing John Zigmantis who cooked 
on the BBQ all day long producing his usual culinary 
delights; Bob MacArthur for running the shop all 
day offering special trial treat bags specially made 
for the occasion.  Bean Seen Café worked on the 
day to supply the lunches for the Judges, Stewards 
and helpers. Lastly a a huge thank you to our new 
Sponsors Eukanuba for supplying prizes for the first 
placegetters on the day – what a display!

Southern ODC
19 March, 2022
Deborah Chandler 
and her beautiful 
Weimeraner Longhair 
Orya (Weischoice Busy 
Being Fabulous (LH) CCD 
RN) had success in their 
first Novice trial scoring 
175 uder Judge Mrs Gaye 
Todd. Fantastic Deborah!
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Obedience Triallers’ Report cont.

Congratulations to 
the following Croydon 
members who were 
successful on the day:
Morning Trial:
Community Companion Dog (CCD) Ring
Jan Seach and Jackson (Eliteview Leading the Way) 
although just missing out on a qualifying score won 
Highest Scoring Croydon CCD Dog in the a.m. trial 
judged by Mr Ray Ashman. Jan is now working hard 
towards the next trial.

Novice – Companion Dog (CD) Ring
Jacinta Burke and Georgy (Ch Cardibroke Be My 
Georgy Girl (AI) CCD, gained their 2nd Novice pass 
placing 2nd on 188/200, judged by Mrs Gaye Todd. 
Congratulations – one more to go for your Novice 
title Jacinta!

Open (Community Companion Dog Excellent) Ring
Ron Sciberras and Spritzee Stealing Moments 
CDX RA did a great job coming in 2nd Place on 
186/200. Congratulations team!

Afternoon Trial:
Community Companion Dog (CCD) Ring
Our lovely Charmaine Lee and Ricky (Wyntervale 
Mr Von Lipwig) not only got a beautiful pass coming 
2nd Place on 94/100 they also got Highest Scoring 
Croydon CCD Dog in Trial! Terrific result team.

Open Ring (Community Companion Dog Excellent) 
Ron Sciberras and Spritzee Stealing Moments CDX 
RA were on a roll getting another Open Pass coming 
3rd Place on 178, judged by Mr Ray Ashman. Well 
done!

Rebeccca McGroarty and Adderslot Rough and 
Ready CDX, got a beautiful Open pass, coming 1st 
Place scoring 193 and Highest Scoring Dog in pm Trial 
as well as Highest Scoring Croydon Member. Judged 
by Mr Ray Ashman. Nice work as usual Bec! 

Utility Dog Excellent Ring (UDX) Judged by Mr Clive 
Makepeace
Ian Woollard and  Nyssah (TS Grand Ch Dual Ch (T) 
Killara Aella, UD) got an impressive pass coming 1st 
place, scoring 182. Congratulations team!

As for the rest of us, yes there were disappointments 
but I think most of us will agree in the majority of 
cases it is us, the handlers making the mistakes – not 
our amazing dogs who try so very hard for us. See 
you at the next trial!

Please send Obedience trial results, stories and 
photos to trial@croydondogclub.com.au

Photo courtesy Russ Grosvenor
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Rally News

By Pam Scott
Rally Coordinator

Rally Advanced/Excellent – Cindy Christensen and 
Neut Ch Skyesong Funky Foxtrot JD RE ET CA WPD 
(Riley), Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever. Cindy 
and Riley are working towards their Rally Advanced 
Excellent title (RAE) whereby they need to gain five 

Anne Dengate's Border Collie, 
Adensley Last Tango (Tango)

We’ve had a great start to the year with lovely 
weather, and enthusiastic dogs and handlers. The 
advanced handlers are being challenged by the new 
stations that came into effect January 2021, and 
are finding that practising the stations in a course 
setting, as well as more intensive practise outside 
the ring, is most beneficial.

We currently have room in our Rally Novice class so 
if you’re interested in trying Rally, and have passed 
B2 with your dog, send an email to enquire: rally@
croydondogclub.com.au

Trial News
Croydon’s double Rally Trial held on 27 March 
was a great success despite the warm weather 
– many thanks to the stewards and helpers who 
contributed to making the day run so smoothly. 
Huge thanks to Wendy Potter for helping organise 
the trial over the past months, and for preparing 
the rings and equipment.

Three of our Rally members achieved great results:

Rally Novice – Laura Van Dinther and her Nova 
Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever, Ch Novafusion Sumo 
Storm (Levi) – after a non qualifying round in the 
morning trial (nervous handler error) Laura and Levi 
scored 98 points and 1st place in the afternoon. 
This was Laura and Levi’s first Rally trial – I’m sure 
we’re going to hear much more from them.

Rally Novice – Anne Dengate and Adensley Last 
Tango (Tango), Border Collie – Anne and Tango 
gained two Rally Novice passes, with 80 points in 
the morning and 8th place, and 80 points in the 
afternoon and 4th place. This gives Tango her Rally 
Novice title!

Cindy Christensen and Neut Ch Skyesong Funky 
Foxtrot JD RE ET CA WPD (Riley) (left) and Laura 
Van Dinther, Ch Novafusion Sumo Storm (Levi)

mailto:rally@croydondogclub.com.au
mailto:rally@croydondogclub.com.au
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qualifying scores of 80 points or more in both Rally 
Advanced and Rally Excellent at the same trial. One 
pass towards this title was gained in the morning 
trial.

AM – Advanced - 95 points, 2nd place; Excellent - 
99 points, 2nd place.
PM – Advanced - 97 points, 2nd place; Excellent - 
Non Qualifying score.
All achieved with Cindy in a leg brace!

Congratulations all!

Would you like to try Rally?
Rally is a fun dog sport, great for dogs and handlers 
of all ages and abilities, including those not as 
young or active as they were. The focus is on 
handler and dog having fun while working together. 

We also cater for those who would like to trial with 
their dog. We have an experienced and supportive 
group of Rally Instructors and Triallers to assist. 

Check out the information on the Club’s website 
under “Rally”.

To join us your dog will need to have passed 
B2 – if you’re interested, just email me at: rally@
croydondogclub.com.au

Pam Scott
Rally Coordinator
Email:  rally@croydondogclub.com.au

Rally News cont.
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Agility News

Anne Dengate
Committee Member,
Joint Agility Coordinator 
and Instructor 
I started competing in Agility nearly 20 years ago 
and have had a number of successful and titled 
dogs including an Agility Champion who was also in 
Top Dog.

I was previously an Agility instructor at Croydon 
for over 10 years as well as being involved with 
other clubs and attending seminars by overseas 
presenters. I have also participated in online courses 
by Susan Garrett from Canada who is not only 
famous for her Agility training but many other areas 
of dog training such as Crate Games, Recallers and 
Puppy Peaks.

I am very excited for Agility to be returning to 
Croydon again and hope it will be an enjoyable and 
successful journey for all our participants and their 
dogs.

Note from Editor:
I am delighted to be able to introduce Anne Dengate and Carmel Green, who are extremely experienced 
Agility instructors and trial competitors who have once more put up their hands to run the Agility discipline 
at our club.  They are both long-time members, Carmel being a Life Member. They also have experience in 
Obedience, Rally and Flyball. 

It is exhilarating watching all those fast, fit dogs and handlers strutting their stuff in the Agility arena but, 
like anything worthwhile, it takes a great deal of training, patience and dedication to attain good levels of 
proficiency.  Anne and Carmel commenced Agility foundation classes on 10th April.

Continued over >
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Agility News cont.

Carmel Green
Joint Agility Coordinator 
and Instructor
Eighteen years ago I bought my first Border Collie 
and I named him Mr Darcy, I wanted to do Agility. I 
loved it so much I wanted to learn more. Croydon 
Dog Club then had great Agility Instructors and we 
all became very close friends. I did many seminars, 
joined Susan Garrett online courses etc. Agility can 
become very addictive like many dog sports.

I needed a new dog, and Anne Dengate had some 
new puppies and I brought home Miss Lizzie, a 
beautiful lilac Border Collie, who remained small 
and jumped 400. She became an Agility Champion, 
and 2017 Victorian State Champion.

I am very excited to see agility return to Croydon. 
Your dogs need to have a completed B2 before 
joining us. Both Anne and I are looking forward to 
working with you and teaching the great dog sport 
of Agility.

If you have graduated from Basic 2 and are interested in 
Foundation Agility please contact:

anne.dengate@croydondogclub.com.au
or

carmel.green@croydondogclub.com.au

Agility Trial Results:
Anne Dengate and her Border Collie Adensley Last Tango JD gained 3rd Place in Novice Agility 500 
at Warrnambool Dog Training School on 12/3/22, judged by Roger Padfield.Plus a 2nd Place in Novice 
Agility 500 at K9 Agility trial on 19/3/22 judged by Nikki Janetzki. Congratulations team!

Please send your Agility trial results to 
anne.dengate@croydondogclub.com.au
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Scentwork Results
Gippsland Obedience 
Dog Club 20.3.2022 

Bobbee Terrill and Basko TS GRAND CH.TRI CH.(RO)
(T) NEUTER CH. Rosarott Basko’s Pride UD RAE BH 
HSA(s) ET WWPD SWN  – scent work passes in 
advanced containers and advanced interior. Lola 
Dual Ch (N) (RO) Starkehre Run Lola Run CDX RAE 
PT TDX TSD WWPD scent work pass in novice 
containers. 

Scent Work News

Well, like most performance dog sports, the 
day starts at ridiculous o'clock. For my latest 
competition the choice was either getting up at 
0400hrs or arriving at the venue the day before 
and staying the night. Being fond of my sleep this 
time I chose the latter. If you look carefully, you can 
usually find a motel that is 'dog friendly' and I have 
my little collection of my own that covers Victoria, 
NSW, Tasmania and SA.

Upon arrival at the trial venue the atmosphere is 
usually electric with people greeting long term 
friends and with dogs being 'checked in'. Checking 
in means letting the trial organisers know that you 
and your dog/s are there, collecting your catalogue 
number/s (the number allocated to your dog/s 
for the competition) and having bitches 'vetted'. 
Vetting means having a swab of the genital area to 
ensure that none of the girls are 'in season'.  If this 
were the case and they were allowed to compete 
it would be very distracting for entire boys who 
would most likely find the scent of these girls 
much more interesting than the scent that they 
were supposed to be searching for! For this reason, 
bitches in season are excluded from competition 
in Scent Work. By the way, this ‘vetting procedure 
applies to most performance sports.

After all competitors have checked in the judges 
will hold a 'briefing'. This is where the judges will 
tell you where your particular search area will 
be, a reminder of what odour your dog will be 
looking for and how long the dog has to find the 
odour. The designated odours that the dog must 
identify are birch, anise, clove and cypress and the 
searches are held either indoors, outdoors, on a 
vehicle or in a container. For more information on 
odours and search areas please see the article on 

scent work published in Capers June and August 
2021. The number of successful searches to gain a 
title are outlined on the ANKC (Australian National 
Kennel Club) website for those of you interested in 
competing.

The day concludes with the presentation of 
achievement cards to successful competitors and 
an accolade for those who have achieved a title. 
Thus far, Victoria has many dogs with their 'Scent 
Work Novice' (SWN) titles, several with their Scent 
Work Advanced (SWA) titles and a few extraordinary 
teams now competing towards Scent Work Excellent 
(SWE) titles. Victoria is certainly holding its own well 
against the other states and territories.

If you think that driving to country Victoria for a 
trial is a little extreme, I know of several people who 
have driven to Victoria from South Australia and of 
one who has driven down from Queensland. So, be 
warned, once you catch the trialling bug it tends to 
spread from one performance sport to another and 
you appear to remain infectious for a very long time!

If you are tempted, enjoy!

By Bobbee Terrill
Instructor
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Dodo Kelly 0409 028 200 
dodok9@fastmail.com.au

  Easy to carry in a back pack 
  Easy to store in the car

Stainless Steel Stake $60

Cable Tie-Up $25
Postage $12
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👉 Your Club needs you! 👉
Your club is run totally by volunteers
and we are always on the lookout for additional 
people to help spread the load.

u We need people to help in the Equipment Shop (on rotating roster)

u We need people to help in the Kiosk (on rotating roster)

u We need people to help on the BBQ (on rotating roster)

u We need people to help set up the Agility Equipment

u Instructors

u We always need help on Fun Days and Trial Days

u From time to time we need the help of 
various tradespeople, and we would like to 
know if there are any plumbers, electricians, 
carpenters, etc, among our members 
who would be willing to help out. 

Call into the office or contact the editor at
capers@croydondogclub.com.au if you can assist.
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Note from Ed:
I encourage members to submit articles that 
may be suitable for inclusion in Capers. It 
could be about something funny that your 
dog has done or a more serious article, 
so don’t be shy! Send your article to me 
at capers@croydondogclub.com.au

Please supply any photos separately as high 
quality jpgs, not embedded into the Word doc.

Closing dates for issues are:

Edition Deadline
February 15th January
April 15th March
June 15th May
August 15th July
October 15th September

Do you 
want a 
trophy?
All handlers whose dogs 
gain a title between 
1st April 2022 and 
31st March 2023 are entitled to a trophy which 
will be presented at our 2023 AGM. Please 
give or email a copy of your Title Certificate(s) 
to Trophy Coordinator, Bobbee Terrill at:
bobbee.terrill@croydondogclub.com.au  

All pass/title information must be provided 
by no later than 31st March 2023. 

If you wish to be considered for one of 
our Perpetual Trophies, please also provide 
copies of the relevant pass cards. 

The Club Trophy Policy is on our 
website croydondogclub.com.au

Apr Sun 17 Easter Sunday — No Training

Apr Sun 24 ANZAC Day Weekend – No training

May Fri 27 AGM & Presentation Night

Jun Sun 12 Queen's Birthday Weekend – No Training

Unless otherwise stated the following activities are 

conducted each week:

Wednesday 6:30pm and 7:30pm  

Puppy Pre-School

Sunday 9.00am – 12:00pm:

Obedience Training – Puppies, Basic, Advanced.

Tuition in:  

• Obedience Trialling  • Rally 

• Flyball Training • Agility Training

Dates for your diary 2022
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